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Who is it about?
Project Managers: Yuna Sakatani and Luna Oshiro
Target : 3rd and 4th grade students @ Colegio Nacional Pampas
de Valdivia 
 
What happened?
Workshops and Experiments that cover the area of STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics). One area to
focus on a day. 
 
When did it take place?
March 12 - March 30
14:00 - 16:30 Tuesday,  Thursday, Saturday  
(No class on the 23rd)
 
Where did it take place?
Colegio Nacional Pampas de Valdivia
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OVERVIEW
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WHY DID 
IT HAPPEN?

It is one’s right to live in a sustainable society that assures its citizens’
freedom, health, and equality. In order to do so, skills which can be

developed through STEM fields such as critical thinking, complex problem
solving skills, and making informed decisions are necessary for the younger

generation
 

However, Latin American countries are behind in the STEM field, especially
Peru. According to the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA)
in 2012, Peruvian students ranked last, among 65 participating countries, in
both math and natural science. Similarly, a report from the Second Regional

Comparative and Explanatory Study (SERCE) indicates that Peruvian
students scored below the regional average (UNESCO, 2008). In third grade
mathematics, more than half of the student population reached only the 2

lowest achievement level. The SERCE also figured an enormous gap
between students living in the countryside versus the city. The rural

students’ average test scores were three times lower than those of urban
students. This suggests the reality of STEM education in Peru strongly in

disagreement with the equality of human right.
 

We as Educate For are eager to create positive impact in the STEM field. We
believe that science education can cultivate a young learner’s perception to

enhance one’s future life options and the future of the world.
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HOW DID 
IT HAPPEN? 

How did we "directly provide an exciting learning experience
through camp-style workshops to get attention toward stem fields

from the youth."?

ー�What�is�"STEM?"�
������What�is�"Science?"�etc
�
ー�Why�is�it�important?
�
ー�Introduction�to�
������Experiment
�
ー�Experiment!
�
ー�"What�happened?"�
������"Why�did�it�happen?"
�
ー�Review!

Firstly,�as�a�class�we�went�over�the�theme�of�the�day.�We�would
encourage�the�students�to�identify�the�themes�in�our�daily�life�such

as,�computers�for�technology.

Secondly,�we�encouraged�the�students�to�think�why�the�field�of�study
is�important.�This�is�to�guide�the�students�in�the�long�term,�when�they
are�in�trouble�of�finding�the�objective�of�learning�such�subjects,�and

understanding�the�importance�in�real�life�situations.

We�introduced�the�students�to�the�experiment/activity,�sometimes�using
computer�slides�to�engage�interest.�We�either�simply�read�through�the

procedure,�or�get�into�details�if�needed�such�as�how�a�bar�graph�is�constructed
,�for�math�class.�

We�will�switch�locations�if�necessary�and�let�the�students�conduct�the�experiment�in
designated�groups.�Us�teachers�were�merely�guiding,�asking�them�a�lot�of�questions
such�as�"What�is�this?"�"What�do�you�think�will�happen?"�"What�is�happening?"��"What

are�your�questions?"�

After�coming�back�to�the�classroom,�as�a�class�reflected�on�the
experiment.�We�encourage�the�students�to�ask�questions�and�think�of

answers.�Teachers�gave�out�the�answers�and�scientific/technical
backgrounds�after�sufficient�amount�of�discussion�has�taken�place,

and�encourage�note�taking.

Lastly,�each�group�reviewed�what�they�learned�in�class�.�For�those�who�didn't�understand,�we
encouraged�their�classmates�to�explain.�Key�questions�were�"What�did�you�learn�today?"�"What

happened�today?"�"What�did�you�enjoy�today?"�"What�are�your�questions�now?"

A day in Proyecto STEM



Through�the�STEM(Science,�Technology,�Engineering�and
Mathematics)�Project,�Educate�For�aims�to�enhance�STEM
education�for�the�elementary�school�students�in�Trujillo�to 
empower�each�other�to�draw�a�future�that�they�envision�by
developing�their�potential.�
�
We�are�to�expand�STEM�learning�opportunities�including
providing�materials�and�resources�for�achieving�interest�of�the
youth�in�the�STEM�fields�by�increasing�STEM�academic
knowledge�along�with�critical�thinking�to�contribute�to�social
transformation�in�the�future�and�problem-solving�skills�in�the
real-world.�
�
Also,�STEM�education�attempts�to�increase�the�motivation,
confidence,�initiation�skills�of�an�individual�which�all�youth
regardless�of�gender.�As�the�long�run�project's�objection,�we
will�be�able�to�communicate�the�importance�and�impact�of
STEM�education�on�Peru�Educational�system�that�are
beneficial�for�sustainable�development.�
�
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PROJECT
SUMMARY 
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MEMBERS

YUNA�SAKATANI:
studies�biology�and
chemistry�at�Osaka
University

LUNA�OSHIRO:
a�sophomore�student�at
International�Christian
University,�Tokyo
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SIGNIFICANT
CHANGES
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Became to behave and think more actively
During the first class of the STEM class, there were not

much questions from students regarding an experiment or
class content. However, as time passed by, students

seemed to gradually gain confidence by themselves because
they were able to learn the first baby-step of scientific 

 thinking through several challenges through thinking "how
would this work" or "Why does this not work". For example,
after the egg drop challenge, where one was instructed to
make a sturdy design to protect an egg from cracking, a

female student said "before doing this challenge, I was very
nervous whether I can make it or not, but now I feel so prod

of myself now". Accordingly, we could see the huge
difference on their attitude toward the engagement in each

activity as well as how do they act during class. 
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KEY 
ACTIVITIES

Science

Technology Engineering

Mathematics

Lava�Lamp Balloon�and�Lemon Volcano Balloon�with�Bicarbonate

Created�a�lava�lamp
with�oil�and�water

and�effervescent�tab
let�to�understand

density

Squeeze�lemon�juice�on
an�inflated�balloon�and

pop�it!�Understand
about�molecules

(limonene�and�isoprene)

Mix�sodium�bicarbonate
with�detergent�and

vinegar�to�demonstrate
the�production�of�gas

(carbon�dioxide)

Mix�sodium�bicarbonate�with
vinegar�and�lemon�juice�to

visually�demonstrate
production�of�gas�with�a

balloon

Creating�a
cleaning�robot

Create�a�cleaning�robot�using
materials�given:�motors,

batteries,�marshmallows,�wires,
and�a�cleaning�brush.

Understand�what�impact�it�may
cause�and�roles�technology�may

play�in�the�future.

Spaghetti�Challenge Egg�Drop�Challenge

Challenge�the�students�to�create
the�tallest�tower�with�given

materials�and�no�instructions:�4
marshmallows,�dry�spaghetti,�tape.

Reflect�on�how�they�felt�and
reacted,�to�understand�the

importance�of�keep�on�trying�and
less�of�blaming�others

Challenge�the�students�to�create
a�cushion�for�an�egg�so�that�it
won't�break�when�dropped.

Given�materials�were:�yarn,�toilet
paper�rolls,�pet�bottles,�egg

cartons.�Encourage�the�students
to�understand�the�steps�of

Problem�Solving.�

Creating�Bar�Graphs Creating�Line�Graphs
Create�a�bar�graph�using�data�collected�from�a

class�survey.�Students�collect�data�in�class�such�as
"Which�color�do�you�like�the�best?"�Encourage�the
students�to�understand�when�to�use�bar�graphs

and�its�characteristics.

Create�a�line�graph�using�given�data�such�as
"temperature�change�in�Peru".�Encourage�students
to�identify�the�temperature�increase�and�decrease,

and�important�characteristics�of�a�line�graph.�
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SURVEY

100%
OF THE STUDENTS

WHO TOOK THE
SURVEY

expressed�that�they�now�believe
STEM�is�necessary�more�than�they
did�before�the�camp

80%
 

expressed�that�their�interest
towards�STEM�has�increased
compared�to�before�the�camp

70%
 

expressed�that�they
feel�more�excited�to
learn�about�STEM

than�they�did�before
the�camp

"I�could�tell�that�my�child�was�satisfied
with�the�program�by�the�enthusiasm
he�had�when�he�come�home,�and

commenting�on�every�activity�in�the
program�and�is�also�in��a�great�mood."

"My�child's�interest�in�the�STEM
program�was�growing�as�well
as�his�interest�in�wanting�to

learn�more�about�it"

Parents' 
Voices


